
$1 Silver Certificates of the 
Great Depression Revisited 

Explaining the 1928 C and E Block Rarities
by Lee Lofthus

This rare Series 1928C JB block note was printed sometime before June 1, 1934, but not numbered until 
April/May 1935 when the last of the Series of 1928 silver certificates were being serially numbered. Photo 
courtesy of Heritage Auctions Archives.   

Graeme Ton’s groundbreaking article 
“Depression Notes 1928-C,D,E” (Paper 
Money July/August 1977) provided a block 
rarity index for the three scarce Series of 
1928 silver certificates. Now, on the 40th 
anniversary of that work, this article 
examines whether Ton’s original rarity 
findings have withstood the test of time and 
explains why certain blocks within these 
series turned out to be so rare. 

The 1928C, D, and E notes have long 
been recognized as the difficult-to-find series 
among 1928 $1 silver certificates. The BEP 
printed approximately 5.4 million, 14.5 
million, and 3.5 million of them, 
respectively, compared to over 2.2 billion 
1928A notes, and 650 million each of the 
1928 and 1928B notes.  These numbers 
reflect un-numbered notes, but most went on 
to be numbered, so the comparisons remain 

valid for finished notes. 
The scarcity of the trio reliably 

follows their printing figures: the 1928Es are 
the scarcest, followed by the 1928Cs, and 
then the 1928Ds. 1928D notes are the 
common series of the three. While brief 
discussion is provided on the 1928D here for 
context, this analysis concentrates on two 
scarcer series, the 1928C and 1928E notes.   

The 1977 Rarity Findings 
The rarity index compiled by Ton 

was based on the observation of 221 1928C, 
D, and E notes over several years of 
searching. Those rarity findings have proved 
accurate for the most part, but with another 
forty years of data, the findings require 
updating.  Some notes are as scarce as or 
more so than originally reported, while a few 
have proven more common. 
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Ton’s index identified ten blocks of 
1928C notes: BB through JB and *A. The BB 
block was by far the most common, with the 
CB, FB, and JB blocks being the scarcest. 

Eight 1928D blocks were printed, DB 
through JB and *A. The DB block uncut 
sheet notes were most common while the EB 
block was judged the rarest.  

Six 1928E blocks were used, FB 
through JB and the *A. The first-issue 
FB-block notes from the uncut sheets were 
rated most available, while the GB and JB 
notes were Ton’s rarest.  

All three series are common across 
the HB and IB blocks, unsurprising since 
those blocks were numbered between May 
1934 and April 1935. By that time, the 
1928C, D, and E plates had all been in 
production long enough that their sheets were 
amply available in the numbering division by 
the time the HB and IB blocks came long.  

In 1977, the 1928C, D, and E notes 
carried sizeable premiums and renown. In 
2017, they remain popular and still command 
a premium. They are available as type notes, 
and compared to other silver certificates, 
some blocks are rare.    

Then, as now, high grade examples 
were comparatively plentiful from the first 
blocks of each series, often from uncut sheets 
that were distributed by the Treasury at the 
time of issue.  

Concurrent Series 1928 Production 
In the midst of the Great Depression, 

and with the $1 notes in high demand, 
Treasury was not going to cancel serviceable 
plates when the Treasury signatures changed. 
Thus, the 1928A, B, C, D, and E plates were 
used concurrently until worn out. They were 
used together on four plate presses, meaning, 
there could be three 1928B plates of twelve 
subjects and one 1928C plate sharing a press 
at the same time. The 1928A Woods/Mellon 
and 1928B Woods/Mills plates, by the 
hundreds, were producing sheets in 

overwhelming numbers compared to the 
eight intermittently-used 1928C plates and 
the ten 1928E plates.  

On May 12, 1934, three months after 
1928E production had begun, BEP director 
Alvin Hall provided a memorandum giving a 
snapshot of the press room production status 
to Herbert Gaston, a senior Treasury 
Department advisor to Secretary 
Morgenthau. Hall’s $1 silver certificate data 
was as follows: 

Plates       Plates 
Series   in Vault at Press 
1928A    1    5 
1928B   45  275 
1928C    0    3 
1928D    0   29 
1928E    0   10 

The data above shows why 1928C and 1928E 
notes are scarce in comparison to other 1928 
series $1s.  

The Series of 1928C carried the signatures of 
Treasurer Walter O. Woods (left), appointed by 
Herbert Hoover in Jan. 1929, and FDR’s new 
Treasury Secretary William H. Woodin (right). 
Their joint tenure was short, not even a full three 
months, contributing to the short window for 
preparation of 1928C plates. 

This article will go further and 
explain why certain blocks within the 1928C 
and E notes are scarce or rare in comparison 
to other blocks within these scarce series.  
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1928C Plate Data 
The 1928C notes bearing the 

signatures of Walter O. Woods and William 
H. Woodin are the second scarcest of the 
Series of 1928 $1 notes. The 1928C had a 
printing of 5,364,348 notes, beginning on 
March 21, 1933 and ending on June 1, 1934. 
This run of 14 months was quite long in 
comparison to the six month press run for the 
1928E plates. 

Table 1 provides the plate and 
production information for the 1928C notes. 
Ten plates were prepared, but only 8 made it 
into production. Plates 5 and 10, omitted in 
Table 1, were masters and not used on the 
press. Master plate 5 was destroyed early, on 
May 9, 1933, and master plate 10 followed 
soon after, on June 23, 1933.  

The scarcity of the 1928C notes 
becomes more apparent when one considers 
that the nine blocks (omitting the *A) in 
production during the period the 1928Cs 
were numbered equated to almost 900 
million notes. The 5.4 million 1928C notes 
were only 6 tenths of one percent of that total 
production.  

1928C Block Rarity 
In the 1977 analysis, the big dogs of 

the 1928C blocks were CB, FB, and JB, a 
status that remains true today. Some of the 
other blocks from the 1977 analysis are, if 
anything, more available. In the past two 
years a fair number of high grade 1928Cs in 
the G191xxxxxB range have hit the 
numismatic market, almost all in mid to high 
uncirculated condition.  

This author’s analysis reveals the 
circumstances leading to the CB block rarity 
differed materially from what caused the FB 
and JB rarities.   

1928C CB Block 
The CB block is scarce because few  

sheets were made in time to be numbered 
in any quantity during CB block production. 

The Bureau of Engraving and 
Printing’s serial numbering division began 
work on the CB block on May 8, 1933, and 
finished the block on June 27 (see Table 2). 
Only 1928C plates 1 through 4 and 6 were on 
the press in time to catch this block. Plate 1 
came first, on March 21, with the others 
arriving on press in a staggered fashion 
through mid-April. The five plates served 
runs from three to six weeks in length (with 
one shorter exception discussed below) 
during CB block numbering, with an 
approximate combined production of less 
than 60,000 sheets. That was it for early 
1928C press production, which then halted 
until an August 22, 1933 re-start. 

The 60,000 or fewer pre-August 
1928C sheets joined millions of 1928A and 
1928B sheets in the numbering division, and 
few of these early 1928C sheets received CB 
serials. 

1928C Plates 7, 8, and 9 had been 
finished in April 1933 but were not sent to 
press until four months later (Table 1). This 
late trio started together on August 22, 1933, 
the same time the first five plates returned to 
the press. This marked the first time all eight 
1928C plates were in use at the same time, 
possibly together in an eight-plate, two press 
run. The late start for plates 7, 8, and 9 meant 
their production of 166,448 sheets, equating 
to 37% of the 1928C total production, 
entirely missed the numbering of the BB and 
CB blocks.    

The CB block is scarce, with fourteen 
notes known to this author. Thirteen of the 
fourteen are in the CB755xxxxxB range, 
with a lone earlier note known, C55260204B, 
sold by Dean Oakes via his 5th FPL in 1978 
(p. 18).  
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For real rarity, consider serial number 
CB75534340B, a VG from plate 4. Plate 4 
had just 88 days of press use, but even those 
few days are deceiving when it comes to the 
CB block. Plate 4 had four press runs, but 
only one was in time to produce sheets for 
CB block numbering. The first run for plate 4 

was April 6 to April 13, 1933, when Plate 4 
was then taken off the press, not to return 
until August 22. This short eight-day run was 
the only plate 4 run that produced sheets in 
time for CB block numbering.  

Table 1.  1928C Plates ‐ Dates on Press 
Days 

Plate  1st Sent    Last Dropped  on  Plate   

No.  to Press  from Press  Press  Canceled  Sheets  Notes 

1  3/21/1933  2/9/1934  182  2/12/1934  60,280    723,360   

2  3/23/1933  10/26/1933  107  10/27/1933  41,605    499,260   

3  3/30/1933  6/1/1934  255  4/17/1935  88,255    1,059,060   

4  4/6/1933  2/13/1934  88  2/14/1934  30,020    360,240   

6  4/14/1933  6/1/1934  200  4/17/1935  60,421    725,052   

7  8/22/1933  2/28/1934  159  3/1/1934  45,700    548,400   

8  8/22/1933  4/25/1934  188  4/26/1934  59,920    719,040   

9  8/22/1933  5/28/1934  209  5/31/1934  60,828  729,936 

Totals  1388  447,029    5,364,348   

Notes:    days on press include first and last day.    Masters and canceled plates omitted. 

Table does not show individual runs, but all plates had multiple runs on press. 

Days on Press column reflects total days per plate, all runs combined. 

Source:    BEP Ledger and Historical Record of Stock in Miscellaneous Vault. 

A scarce Series of 1928C CB block note.
Only five 1928C plates, compared to
nearly 300 hundred other 1928 plates,
were in production when the CB block
was serial numbered 
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1928C FB Block 
 The 1928C FB block is scarce and 
similar in availability to the CB block.  

The FB block was numbered from 
December 22, 1933 to March 9, 1934. By 
that time twenty separate press runs had been 
made from 1928C plates, and plenty of sheets 
were available for the numbering division, 
making the FB block circumstances different 
than what caused the CB block scarcity. 
Unlike the CB block notes, which are tightly 
clustered in the C755 and C552 range, the 
known FB serials are evenly scattered across 
the entire block. But raw statistics still came 
into play: the 1928C sheets were meager in 
comparison to the hundreds of millions 
1928B sheets they were competing with in 
the numbering division, and fewer 1928C 
sheets received FB serials.  It was not until 
the GB block was in production that the 
1928C sheets hit the numbering division’s 
work stream in larger quantities. 
 Sheets, once seasoned (about a 
week’s time), were sent to the numbering 
division for serial numbers to be applied. 
There was not a strict first-in, first-out  

protocol in the division. The sheets from the 
several 1928 series were received without 
regard to their signatures or series, and pulled  
from pallets as needed, in quantities as 
needed, to make up the intended numbering 
runs. As a result, while the 1928C sheets 
were available to the BEP numbering 
division while the FB block was being 
numbered, they were too few in comparison 
to the 1928A and 1928B sheets, and they 
were less likely to be pulled for numbering.  

  

Table 2. Series 1928 Block Serial Numbering Dates   

BB  Jan 23, 1933  to  May 8, 1933 

CB  May 8, 1933  to  June 27, 1933 

DB  June 27, 1933  to  Sept 19, 1933 

EB  Sept 19, 1933  to  Dec 22, 1933 

FB  Dec 22, 1933  to  March 9, 1934 

GB  March 9, 1934  to  May 2, 1934 

HB  May 2, 1934  to  Aug 8. 1934 

IB  Aug 8, 1934  to  April 10, 1935 

JB  April 10, 1935  to  May 28, 1935 
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1928C JB Block 

 The final tough block is the JB, and it 
is the rarest of the 1928Cs. The JB block was 
numbered from April 10 to May 28, 1935. 
Yes, that’s 1935, roughly a year after the last 
1928C sheets were printed. By this time, 
numbering of the remaining 1928 $1 silvers 
by series was the luck of the draw – whatever 
sheets remained got numbered, and few 
1928C sheets remained by then.  

On June 1, 1934, the last 1928C 
sheets were printed and their plates dropped 
from the press.  By this time numbering of 
the HB block had begun. For the next ten 
months, the 1928C sheets received HB and 
then IB serials. By April 1935, when the JB 
block began, there were still sheets in the  

 
numbering division from the 1928A, B, C, D, 
and E series, but very few were 1928C 
sheets. 

The author has been able to track six 
examples, five by serial number and one note 
from a Heritage 2005 sale, part of a group lot, 
identified by block but not serial. (It could 
possibly duplicate one of the five known by  
serial number). Dean Oakes, in his March 
1996 FPL (p. 19), remarked about the 1928C 
as follows: “All are scarce, with the J-B 
block very scarce and hard to locate.”   
 The highest JB block serial used was 
J55796000B. The known 1928C JB notes are 
clustered in the J43xxxxxxB to J47xxxxxxB 
range.  
 

 
Table 3.  1928E Plates ‐ Dates on Press 

Days 

Plate  Sent    Dropped  Re‐sent  Dropped  on  Plate   

No.  to Press  from Press  to Press  from Press  Press  Canceled  Sheets  Notes 

1  2/18/1934  5/29/1934  5/31/1934  7/16/1934  149  4/17/1935 
               
49,003   

               
588,036   

2  4/13/1934  7/16/1934  n/a  n/a  95  4/17/1935 
               
31,643   

               
379,716   

3  4/19/1934  7/16/1934  n/a  n/a  89  4/17/1935 
               
22,175   

               
266,100   

4  3/2/1934  5/15/1934  6/18/1934  7/16/1934  104  4/17/1935 
               
56,568   

               
678,816   

7  4/13/1934  6/1/1934  n/a  n/a  50  6/6/1934 
               
21,450   

               
257,400   

8  4/19/1934  7/16/1934  n/a  n/a  89  6/4/1934 
               
22,775   

               
273,300   

9  4/24/1934  6/12/1934  n/a  n/a  50  4/17/1935 
               
15,400   

               
184,800   

10  4/19/1934  7/16/1934  n/a  n/a  89  4/17/1935 
               
22,775   

               
273,300   

11  4/24/1934  5/14/1934  6/18/1934  7/16/1934  50  4/17/1935 
               
10,563   

               
126,756   

12  4/19/1934  4/20/1934  4/27/1934  7/16/1934  83  4/17/1935  40,725    488,700   

Totals  848 
           
293,077   

         
3,516,924 

Notes:    days on press column include first and last day. Plates listed are only those sent to press.   
Master and canceled plates omitted. Source: BEP Ledger and Historical Record of Stock in 
Miscellaneous Vault. 
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1928D Notes 
 With the appointment of William A. 

Julian as Treasurer on June 1, 1933, the 
signature combination of Julian/Woodin 
appeared on the Series of 1928D notes. A 
total of 14,451,372 1928Ds were printed, 
spanning eight blocks. The 1928D printing 
outdistanced the smaller printings of the 
1928C and E notes combined. 1928D notes 
have proven to be readily available in both 
high and circulated grades. 

 In contrast to the eight 1928C plates 
that made it to the press room, forty-three 
1928D plates saw time on the presses. 1928D 
plate 1 went to press August 22, 1933, and  
five 1928D plates were still on the press on 
the last day of Series 1928 printing, August 
10, 1934. 

Contributing to the availability of the 
1928D DB block is the fact sixty uncut 
1928D sheets were printed (Schwartz/ 
Lindquist 2011). This contrasts with only 

eleven 1928C and twenty-five 1928E uncut 
sheets. Many of the early sheets were used by 
senior Treasury officials as souvenirs, hand- 
cutting notes from the sheets and 
autographing them. As of 2011, about half 
the 1928D sheets remained uncut, with only 
five 1928C and seven 1928E sheets thought 
to remain uncut.  

The 1928D EB block was the top 
scarcity in the 1977 index, and remains that 
today. The author has identified ten EB notes 
by serial number, and no doubt the serious 
numismatic trackers of these early silver 
certificates have others recorded. The DB cut 
sheet notes and the GB, HB, IB blocks are 
seen with regularity. The FB block appears 
more than the EB, but less than the others. 
The JB notes are less encountered, but given 
the author’s casual accumulation of more 
than fifteen observations, it seems to be more 
available than the 1977 analysis suggested.  
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William Julian, left, became FDR’s appointee for U.S. Treasurer on June 1, 1933, 
pairing his signature on the Series of 1928D notes with Secretary Woodin, center. When 
Woodin fell ill, Henry Morgenthau Jr., right, a close friend, campaign confidante, and Hyde 
Park area neighbor of Franklin Roosevelt was sent to Treasury in the fall of 1933 to assist in 
Woodin’s absence. After Woodin’s resignation, Morgenthau took office as the new Secretary of 
the Treasury on January 1, 1934. Morgenthau’s signature paired with Julian’s were on the 
Series of 1928E notes. The long-serving Julian served with successive Secretaries until his death 
at age 87 in a car accident in 1949.   

 
1928E Plate Data 

Ten 1928E plates produced sheets for 
a short five-month span from mid-February 
to mid-July of 1934. The short-run scarcity of 
the 1928E notes was preordained: by the 
winter of 1933/4, before the first 1928E was 
even printed, Treasury was already planning 
for a new consolidated series of silver 
certificates, what ultimately would become 
the Series of 1934.  

Henry Morgenthau took office as 
Secretary of the Treasury on New Year’s 
Day 1934, replacing the terminally ill 
Woodin. The 1928E notes were more than 
just a change in Treasury signatures to 
Julian/Morgenthau – they came with a 
change in the legal tender clause on the silver 
certificates, which now read “This certificate 
is legal tender for all debts, public and 
private.” If any Treasury official was looking 
for justification to get the old series silver 
certificate plates off the presses, here was the 
ideal time to do it, but it didn’t happen. Sheer 
production demands for one dollar bills, 
coupled with Depression-era budget 
sensibilities for saving money at the BEP, 
meant Treasury had no intention of 
abandoning usable old-clause plates and kept 

them in production alongside the new 1928E 
designs. For the history of this change and 
the context for the launch of the 1928E 
series, see Lofthus/Huntoon/Yakes (2016).   

The first of the 1928E plates with the 
Julian/Morgenthau signatures and new 
clause were begun on February 8, 1934. 
Twenty plates were started, but only ten were 
finished and certified for production (see 
Table 3). The first day on press for a 1928E 
plate was plate 1 on February 18, and the first 
delivery of the serial number F7200xxxB 
notes in uncut sheet form was February 19, 
1934 (this paragraph corrects the January 
14/February 13 date references in 
Lofthus/Huntoon/Yakes 2016).    
 Unlike the 1928C plates, all of which 
were re-entered to extend their use at least 
once, and several many times, only four of 
the ten 1928E plates were re-entered. The 
complete 1928E plate runs are shown 
individually in Table 3. Note that Plate 12 
saw only two days of use in April before 
requiring re-entry. More on this fascinating 
plate later.  

While more 1928E plates were put on 
the press than 1928C plates, a comparison 
between Tables 1 and 3 discloses the total 
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days on press for all the 1928E plates was 
only 848 days compared to 1,388 total press 
days for the 1928Cs. 

Demise of the 1928 Plates 
The first Series 1934 plates went on 

the press in June, and by July sufficient 
numbers of the new 1934 plates were in 

production that the BEP could finally cut off 
production of the 1928 series. The last Series 
1928E plates were pulled from the presses on 
July 16, and the last of any Series 1928 plates 
were pulled August 10. 

1928 and 1934 plates did not serve 
together on a press, and there are no 
changeover pairs between 1928 and 1934 $1 
silver certificates. This didn’t mean the 
abrupt end of the 1928s however, as millions 
of printed sheets were stockpiled in the 
numbering division. The 1928 stock lasted 
until May 28, 1935.  

HB, IB, and JB block serials were 
applied to the stockpiled Series 1928 notes 
while the Series of 1934 notes were in 
production and reaching the BEP numbering 
division. The concurrent serial numbering of 
the 1934 series with the remnant 1928 stock 
is what allowed the production of a 1928E 
overprint error on a Series 1934 face. At least 

one 1934 Julian/Morgenthau sheet was 
misplaced with a stack of 1928E 
Julian/Morgenthau sheets and received the 
Series of 1928E-style overprint, resulting in a 
fabulous error note. We know that error 
occurred in the first two months of Series 
1934 production since the one known error 
note is serial H73569603B, and the 

numbering of the HB block concluded on 
August 8, 1934.     

 1928E Block Rarity 
In Ton’s 1977 article, the GB was the 

rarest block, followed by the JB. That 
ranking remains true today, but the GB block 
is rarer by far. The 1928E plate data in Table 
3 discloses the GB and JB scarcity arose from 
different circumstances.   

1928E GB Block 
Ton had observed just two GB block 

notes by 1977. Today, their rarity has been 
reinforced, with only eight known, fewer 
than the eleven 1928E star notes. The 1928E 
GB block is rare for the same reason the 
1928C CB block is scarce: very few 
1928E sheets reached the numbering 
division before the GB block was 
completed on May 2, 1934 (See Figure 2). 
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The GB block was numbered 
between March 9 and May 2, 1934. 1928E 
plate 1 was the earliest 1928E plate on the 
press, starting use on February 18 with the 
presentation sheet production that began with 
serial F72000001B. After the specially 
prepared FB block notes, the next 1928E 
notes appear in the GB block with serials in 
the G42xxxxxxB range.  

When GB block numbering started 
March 9, 1928E plate 1 had been in use just 
three weeks, and plate 4 just one week. Those 
two plates remained on the press through 
May, so sheets from these two early-use 
1928E plates had the best potential to catch 
GB serial numbers. 

However, as seen in Table 3 and 
Figure 2, the other eight 1928E plates also 
started production in April, before the GB 
block numbering ended on May 2. Close 
analysis of the plate ledger reveals there was 
only a miniscule chance any sheets from 
these plates could have received GB serials.  

Finished sheets typically required 
about a week of “seasoning” to dry before 
going to the numbering division. Table 3 
data indicates that mid-April plate 2 and 7 
sheets could have only arrived in the 
numbering division with roughly two weeks 
left for GB block serial numbering. Four 
more 1928E plates went on the press in 
mid-April, and with seasoning time, at best 

they would have arrived in the numbering 
division with about a week left of GB serial  
numbering. Plates 9 and 11 went on the press 
on April 24, and only their first day or two of 
sheet production could have joined the 
millions of sheets already in the numbering 
division by the last day or two the GB serials 
were being applied. In sum, few 1928E 
sheets were printed in time to reach the 

numbering division while the GB block was 
being numbered. Seven of the eight known 
GB notes have G42xxxxxxB serials.  

This author has plate information for 
five of the notes in the GB census, and that 
data is revealing: four of the five are from 
plate 1, in use since February 18th, and thus 
most likely to have been available in the 
numbering division when GB serial 
numbering was underway. The lone 
non-plate 1 note, however, is a real surprise. 

1928E note G99333569B breaks the 
mold in several ways. It is the only 1928E 
GB note outside the G42xxxxxxB cluster in 
the census. And, remarkably, it comes from 
plate 12. A close look at Table 3 discloses 
that plate 12 went on the press April 19, and 
served just two days before incurring some 
kind of defect that required it be pulled from 
the press and re-entered.  Plate 12 did not 
return to the press until April 27, meaning 
none of those second-run sheets could have 
feasibly reached the numbering division 
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before GB serial numbering was over on 
May 2. Consequently, we know 
G99333569B came from the tiny two-day 
first press run for plate 12. Perhaps the April 
19-20 sheets were grabbed as they arrived in 
the numbering division in order to add 
sufficient sheets to a large numbering run of 
other series sheets just as the GB block was 
ending.    

It appears very few plate 12 sheets 
were serially numbered in the G99xxxxxxB 
range. The author has recorded book-end 
notes to the 1928E GB99333569B note as 
follows: 

1928D G99099968B 
1928E G99333569B 
1928A G99388413B 

1928E JB 
With the passage of time since 1977, it 
appears the 1928E JB block is more available 
than Ton originally observed. It is still scarce 
compared to the FB, HB, and IB blocks, but it 
is not in the GB rarity class. The author has 
counted twenty JB examples by serial 
number, only a few of which are nice VF or 
better. Most are extensively circulated, often 
washed or with other problems. On the other 
hand, Ton’s high rarity assessment for 
AU/UNC JBs does appear to have withstood 
the test of time.  

Unlike the GB block, there is nothing 
exotic about why the 1928E JB block is 
scarce. It is scarce for the same reason 1928C 
JBs are rare. Numbering of the remaining 
1928 sheets for 1928 series was drawing to a 
close in April/May 1935, and the JB serials 
were applied to whatever sheets were still 
left. Few 1928E sheets remained, although 
there were more 1928E sheets than 1928C 
sheets.  

1928C, D, and E Stars 
The highly coveted *A blocks in all 

three series were great rarities in 1977 and 
remain so today. Their numbers have 
increased a little in forty years, but no groups 
have appeared to upset the marketplace or 

their relative rarity. The rarity of the stars for 
the series 1928C, D, and E follows the 
relative scarcity of the three series in general: 
the 1928D star is the most available, with just 
shy of two dozen known; the 1928C star has 
fifteen or so examples known; and the 1928E 
is the rarest with eleven known.  

A Tantalizing Changeover Pair Possibility 
A 1928C and E plate discussion 

should not conclude without noting a 
potential rarity that remains undiscovered – a 
1928C-1928E changeover pair, or COP. The 
plate data shows that a 1928C/1928E 
changeover pair was possible, but chances 
are slim any were made.    

A changeover pair consists of two 
consecutively numbered notes of different 
series, e.g., a 1928B signature combination 
where the immediately following serial 
number is a 1928C or 1928D signature 
combination. 1928C changeover pairs have 
been found with 1928A, B, and D notes, but 
not 1928Es.  

Limiting the changeover potential is 
the fact that 1928C plates 1, 2, and 4 were 
pulled from production before the 1928E 
plates arrived, and 1928E plates 1 and 4 had 
only short February/March runs while 1928C 
plates were on the press.   

The meaningful period for 1928C/E 
overlap was during a five week window from 
late April through May 1934 when 1928C 
plates 3, 6, 8, and 9 served in the press room 
with as many as ten 1928E plates.  However, 
the pairing likelihood remained small as 
nearly three hundred other Series of 1928 
plates were also on the presses. (A 
changeover pair could also have been 
produced in the numbering division if a 
1928C sheet was followed by a 1928E sheet 
or vice-versa, simply by happenstance).  
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Conclusion 
The Series 1928C and E notes 

constitute a numismatic Hat Trick: they’re 
legitimately scarce, they’re avidly collected, 
and they’ve got a fascinating history. Forty 
years of numismatic searching has brought a 
few more notes to the marketplace in certain 
blocks, but overall they remain the scarce and 
even rare notes and blocks they were when 
Graeme Ton published his rarity index in 
1977.  

Anyone interested in block and plate 
data should have a field day with the tables 
and figures in this article, courtesy of the 
Bureau of Engraving and Printing Historical 
Resource Center and the National Archives.  

This analysis demonstrates the 1928C 
and 1928E series contain some very tough 
blocks that make for a collecting challenge. 
A few rare blocks challenge even their 
renowned star-note counterparts in rarity. 
The passage of time has confirmed that any 
original, unmolested 1928C or 1928E note in 
a high circulated grade is a scarce note and 
should be highly regarded for both its history 
and its scarcity.
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